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Lab Objectives Implement two wireless networks using basic WEP encryption using 10 character static keys implemented on all machines which are part of the network.



From wireless network capture traffic and using various wireless tools break the encryption being used. Assume that the static keys are never changed by the user.



Steps: 1. Build a test wireless environment. 2. Develop environment to determine and test the weakness of WEP. 3. Capture packets and configuration settings to illustrate the weakness. 4. Capture traffic and break the encryption key. 5. Determine counter measures and other protocols which should be used to make wireless more secure from an encryption and network point of view.
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1. Introduction



With the increasing popularity of laptops and other mobile devices such as PDAs and IP cell phones, which are now almost always distributed with onboard wireless connectivity such as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi (802.11), users have acquired the need for permanent connections (as it is the case for home desktop users) and mobility. Hence, wireless networks have found a large market base and are rapidly evolving. Many connected homes now use wireless routers to connect their computers and share their internet connection, and this trend is increasing as wireless networks are not only convenient but now cost-effective (since wireless NICs are included in today’s laptops and cheap USB dongles are available for desktop computers). However, many of those “home” users are not security-aware, and in many cases wireless access points (APs) are set to their default configuration which specifies neither encryption nor authentication. Moreover, most users who whish to implement some sort of protection select the default choice, Wireless Equivalent Privacy (WEP), which is also the most convenient since it is compatible with all wireless devices. Still, WEP security is considered extremely weak as it has been demonstrated that it is very easy for attackers to gain unauthorized access to the WEP-protected wireless network. This lab aims to reproduce such attacks and to provide advice regarding available protection countermeasures. We will start by describing the technologies behind WEP. We will then point out the security protocol’s weaknesses before explaining and demonstrating the famous key recovery attack itself. Lastly, we will describe the other replacement or complementary technologies that can be used to effectively secure wireless networks.
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2. What is WEP Wi-Fi?



Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is a security protocol, specified in the IEEE Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) standard, 802.11b, that is designed to provide a wireless local area network (WLAN) with a level of security and privacy comparable to what is usually expected of a wired LAN. Because a wireless network broadcasts messages using radio, it is particularly susceptible to eavesdropping. WEP uses the stream cipher RC4 for confidentiality and the CRC-32 checksum for integrity.  







Standard 64-bit WEP uses a 40 bit key, which is concatenated to a 24-bit initialization vector (IV) to form the RC4 traffic key (or keystream). A 128-bit WEP key is almost always entered by users as a string of 26 Hexadecimal (Hex) characters (0-9 and A-F). Each character represents 4 bits of the key. 4 × 26 = 104 bits; adding the 24-bit IV brings us what we call a "128-bit WEP key". 256-bit WEP system is available from some vendors, and as with the abovementioned system, 24 bits of that is for the IV, leaving 232 actual bits for protection. This is typically entered as 58 Hexadecimal characters. (58 × 4 = 232 bits) + 24 IV bits = 256 bits of WEP protection.



Because RC4 is a stream cipher, the same traffic key (or keystream) must never be used twice. And because RC4 is a symmetric algorithm, the same secret key is used for both encryption and decryption. So the purpose of an IV, which is transmitted as plain text, is to prevent any repetition, but a 24-bit IV is not long enough to ensure this on a busy network.



Basic WEP Encryption: RC4 Keystream XORed with Plaintext
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Once RC4 has generated a keystream from the combination of the secret key and a random IV, the cipher text is calculated by performing an XOR operation with the underlying keystream and the plain text (message that we want to encrypt). The IV is sent in the clear at the beginning of the encrypted message so that the receiver could regenerate the appropriate keystream used for the decryption. IV



Cipher Text Transmitted Data
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3. Weaknesses



Wireless networks have several weaknesses that branch out into two categories:  Network-based weaknesses  Encryption-based weaknesses



Network-based weaknesses The first weakness is that unlike a non-wireless network, one does not need to be physically connected a router or cable to gain access to a wireless network. An attacker could be in the parking lot of the company, or in the neighboring building and still be able to receive the packets that are emitted on that network. Furthermore a company may not have a wireless network and feel safe from any wireless network attacks. However an employee could be connected to their network using a laptop equipped with a Wifi network card. An attacker could use this wifi NIC to crack into the computer and gain access to the whole of the company’s network. Wireless networks are open to man-in-the middle attacks. An attacker’s computer could be set up as an access point on a NIC and connected to a real access point. Computers in its vicinity could connect to it thinking they are accessing a hot spot and the attacker would then be able to sniff the traffic and obtain passwords, credit card numbers and so on. Wireless networks are also open to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks as an attacker could flood an access point with failure messages or bogus requests in order to prevent legitimate users from accessing the network or making it crash. Finally wireless networks can be open to network injection attacks where an attacker sends crafted packets using encapsulating router network configuration packets which can affect routers, hubs and intelligent switches thus bringing down the network.
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Encryption-based weaknesses As it is mentioned previously, the main WEP encryption issue is that the memory space allocated for IV is too small. The 24 bits are not enough to provide sufficient number of random keystream to be used for the encryption. For example, if we suppose that IVs are changed every time a packet is sent by a wireless device in a busy network at 11 Mbps (802.11b standard) with packet of 1500 bytes (MTU - Maximum Transfer Unit - for an Ethernet frame), all the different IVs possibilities (2^24 = 16777216) would be exhausted in 18000 seconds (the time to transmit 2^24 packets) that is almost 5 hours. Moreover, because all packets have not necessary the maximum size (1500 bytes), 5 hours is considered as the best situation. But anyway, the list of IVs may be exhausted before if a lot of small packets are transmitted. Here is the following calculation: (1500 × 8/11×10^6) × (2^24) = 18302.42 Time for transmitting a packet × number of packets to transmit (before reusing same IVs) = Time for exhausting all 24-bit IVs In order to exploit this weakness, a malicious user could sniff packets on a wireless network which is using WEP encryption during a sufficient period of time and get packets using the same IVs, and then use them to crypt analyze.
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4. How is WEP cracked? There is one main free software product used in the world to crack WEP keys on wireless networks: Aircrack. Aircrack is a suite composed of:  airodump: Packet capturing software  aireplay: Packet injection software  aircrack: Static WEP and WPA-PSK key cracker  airdecap: WEP/WPA file decrypting software We will explain how this tool operates to effectively crack a WEP key, however if an alternative tool existed it would operate using the same methods. Cracking a WEP key can be split up into several steps: Step #1 By running airodump one can list the wireless access points surrounding his antenna and can find which one to crack basing himself on the SSID or the MAC address of the access point. Step #2 We run again airodump but this time we indicate the channel the AP we chose is using in order to only sniff packets exchanged on that network. As soon as airodump starts receiving IVs’s from that network it will inform us of what encryption method is being used on that network (e.g. WEP, WPA…) If the AP is using MAC filtering we must find a MAC address assigned to a computer which is authorized to access the AP. Airodump will provide us with that information by looking at the packets which are sent on that network. We then just have to make our NIC assign the found MAC address as if it were its own. The AP will then think the packets it will be receiving originate from the authorized computer. Step #3 To be able to crack a WEP key we need a large number of IVs. One could collect these IVs just by sniffing regular traffic on the network; however this might prove to be long and could take over a week depending on traffic load. The way around this is to use aireplay to inject packets in order to enhance the number of IVs which are sent over the network. It roughly takes 5 minutes to inject packets and receive 100k IVs. To crack a 64 bit key it takes 300 thousand IVs and around 700 thousand IVs to crack a 128 bit key.
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Step #4 Once we have sufficient IVs we run aircrack using the file where we stored all the IVs to. The program will run and eventually, if sufficient IVs were provided, it will find the key and print it on the screen. To sum up we used a packet sniffer (airdump) had to capture packets on a chosen network in order to determine the method of encryption as well as the MAC address of an authorized computer. Then we used a packet injector (aireplay) in order to create bogus traffic and therefore capture large numbers of IVs. We then ran all the IVs found in a key cracker (aircrack) and obtained the WEP key.
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5. Our experimentation



We will use 3 software products to break the WEP key: - airodump to identify the target, isolate clients and capture traffic - aireplay to inject packets in the network - aircrack to break the key



Step #1: launching airodump



We specify: - the location of the dump file (*.cap) using the –w parameter - the channel to listen to using the –c parameter - the wireless interface ton use at the end



Here is a screenshot at the beginning of the capture:



We can identify immediately the BSSID (Address of the Access Point) and its ESSID (its name).
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Step #2: launching aireplay



We specify: - the target ESSID and BSSID (-e, -a and –b parameters) - the MAC address of the client we pretend to be (-h parameter), gathered using airodump - the attack mode (fakeauth) used to synchronize with the AP - the wireless interface



Now that we are synchronized, we will literally flood the wireless network with ARP packets to artificially generate traffic from the AP. This traffic contains weak IVs that we need to break the key.



We specify: - the target ESSID and BSSID (-e, -a and –b parameters) - the MAC address of the client we pretend to be (-h parameter), gathered using airodump - the attack mode (-3, ARP request injection) used flood the AP - the number of packet per second (-x parameter) - the location of the file that contains the packets captured using airodump (-r parameter) - the wireless interface
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Soon, we will generate lots of ARP requests that the AP will answer. We can see on the figure below that it increases quite fast. See the column “Data”.



As the attack goes on, more and more packets are sent.
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Step #3: launching aircrack While flooding the network, we can already launch aircrack: it gathers the new captured packet in real-time mode.



We specify: - The -x parameter to accelerate the process (optimization option) - The -0 parameter to set aircrack output in color - The location of the file containing the data



Below, a screenshot of aircrack in action:
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When the key is found:



It took less than 10 minutes to break this 64 bits key from the beginning. The longest step is not the cracking but the packet injection because we need a few hundreds of thousand packets to break the key. Besides, the more packets you have, the shortest time you need to break the key.
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6. Conclusion and Countermeasures As we have seen through our research and experiment, WEP-protected wireless networks cannot in fact be considered as somewhat secure, as readily available tools enable attackers to gain unauthorized access in a matter of minutes – the overall “cracking” time ranging from 15 minutes to as little as 2 minutes. Wireless Equivalent Privacy was however developed to provide security at a very low level, the Medium Access Control (MAC) sub-layer of the ISO Model’s 2nd layer (Data Link Layer). We can therefore safely assess that WEP has failed to achieve its goals regarding security, and users should not assume that the presence of a password barrier will prevent any attacker from fulfilling its objective. In fact, WEP does not fulfill any of the CIA Triad’s goals, as even the integrity check included (CRC) is considered to weak. Furthermore, WEP is still widely in use, due to the incompatibility of many hardware devices with more efficient protocols such as WPA, and this is probably why a majority of corporate IT departments still ban the use of wireless networks within their organization.



Countermeasures Attacks against WEP-protected wireless networks require eavesdropping on the network traffic. Unlike with wired networks, no countermeasures to such behaviors have been found to date, as wireless communications imply broadcasting radio signals – just like TV and radio stations do – which anyone in the adequate range can “listen to”. Nevertheless, WEP itself can of course be replaced by newer (and more secure) wireless protection protocols, which intend to achieve WEP’s primary goal: restore security to the network technology layer itself. These protocols include: 



WEP2 provides punctual enhancements to the original WEP protocol: it uses longer IVs as well as 128-bit encryption. It is obviously more secure than simple WEP, but it has been demonstrated that WEP2 will only slow down attackers (e.g., an attack would take 10 minutes instead of 7) and thus should not be considered as effectively providing stronger security than WEP.







WEP+ is a proprietary enhancement to WEP developed by Agere Systems. The method used is to avoid weak IVs, however both communication endpoints have to use the protocol for it to be efficient.
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WPA, created by the Wi-Fi Alliance, was designed to implement the majority of IEEE’s 802.11i amendment, which provides efficient security to wireless networks. Introduced as an intermediate measure to replace the weak WEP protocol, it remains compatible with most wireless devices. WPA has several modes which offer different levels of security, but is nevertheless considered as much more secure than WEP: though is still uses an RC4 stream cipher, it provides major enhancements:  48-bit IVs (twice the size of WEP’s IVs);  128-bit encryption (same as WEP2);  dynamic change of stream keys in use via the TKIP protocol. These improvements together make key recovery attacks much more difficult than what we have demonstrated in our experiment involving WEP2. WPA also provides effective integrity with a dedicated MAC algorithm which uses a frame counter, thus preventing replay attacks.







WPA2 was designed to fully implement the IEEE’s 802.11i amendment. The main difference with WPA is that it uses the AES block cipher which has not been broken to date and therefore provides highly reliable encryption. The only current barriers to the use of WPA2 are compatibility issues, as devices need to perform AES encryption, which not all can. WPA2 is however designated as the new standard security protocol for wireless networks and will probably be soon widely implemented. When available, it is the recommended choice for the protection of personal and corporate networks.



Although there are several available replacement protocols to the original WEP technology and WEP, in some cases hardware devices cannot be upgraded (e.g., Wi-Fi gadgets) and one must use WEP. In these cases, users can implement other security protection schemes relying on upper layers of the OSI model – from the Network layer to the Application layer. Such systems include:  IPSec: Network layer confidentiality, integrity and authentication;  Secure Shell (SSH) tunneling;  VPN solutions (which can be based on IPSec, SSL/TLS or other protocols).
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